THE ESSENTIAL HOW TO'S
Coffee & Side Table Shopping Guide

From family homes in the suburbs, to centrally located townhomes, to highrise apartments, living and family rooms
across the country have at least one thing in common - coffee tables and side tables.
Buying a coffee or side table isn’t as easy as one might think. These are pieces usually purchased after all of the
seating and coffee tables often take prime position in the centre of the room, thus anchoring the space. Therefore,
while they are physically smaller furniture pieces, they can have a big impact on the overall look and feel of the room.
In your hunt for the perfect piece to put your feet up and your drink down, consider that coffee and side tables are
highly visible and well-used pieces of furniture and should be able to withstand years of family movie nights and
Sunday morning coffees alike.
We’ve created this guide to help you navigate the process of buying the right coffee and side tables for your home,
taking your style and budget into consideration.
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WHAT IS YOUR STYLE?
.01
Coffee tables are available in almost every style imaginable
and despite what some believe, do not have to match other
items of furniture, including side tables. Rather they should
complement what is already in the room.
Only you can determine what your exact style is, but
following some design suggestions can help ensure your
own style shines through while also ensuring the room
remains balanced. As a general rule of thumb, steer clear
of too many legs in a room! If your sofas are raised on
legs, opt for a coffee table with lower legs and vice versa.
It’s also recommended that you avoid mixing many bold
pieces in one room. If you already have large statement
pieces, consider a more subdued coffee table. If your room
is more neutral, don’t be afraid to purchase decorative
coffee tables or side tables that add dramatic flair!
Before you head to the showroom, have a good sense of the
coffee or side table style that will work with the room decor.

WHAT SIZE AND SHAPE WORKS
BEST IN YOUR SPACE?
.02
As with any area you’re buying furniture for, measure first!
To keep the coffee table to the right scale of the room and its
existing furniture, there are three main guidelines for sizing:
1. Measure your sofa height - the ideal height of a coffee
table is slightly lower than the seat height of the sofa.
2. Measure the length of your sofa - the length of the
coffee table should be approximately ⅔ the length of
the sofa.
3. Measure the floor space you are filling - the coffee
table should not be so big that there is not enough
room to comfortably walk around it or to sit down.
Two feet of space around the table is ideal. In larger
living rooms, two identical coffee tables can create
the illusion of one larger table.

Rectangular coffee tables have traditionally been the
most popular shape but they are far from the only
option! Coffee tables and even side tables come in any
shape imaginable - rectangular, round, oval, square and
more! If you’re searching for a coffee table in a tight
space and want plenty of room, a small rectangular,
round or square table is a great option.
The shape you choose from a spatial and design
perspective should depend on:
• The other shapes in the room - a square coffee
table can contrast beautifully in living rooms
dominated by rectangles, where as round coffee
or side tables can soften up a room of sharp lines.
• The main function of the room - if you frequently
entertain guests, a circular or oval coffee table
tends to be better at gathering groups of people.
• Your personal preference - don’t ignore your
inner interior designer!
Just as homes are not one-size-and-shape fits all, neither
are coffee tables. Finding the right size and shape of
table for the room size and the existing furniture will
ensure it does not look out of place.

WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF THE COFFEE TABLE?
.03
Before you buy a coffee table, think about how you are going to use it.
• Will it be for drinks? Consider the type of material on the
surface to avoid cup and drink stains.
• Will it function as a footrest? If so, a glass top coffee table
probably isn't the best choice.
• Will the kids sit on the floor and use it as a colouring desk?
You’ll want a table that won't easily get marked.
• Will you be displaying items on it? A sturdy table that won’t
scratch easily is ideal.
• Is your coffee table usually a dumping ground for remotes,
chargers, papers and books? Maybe consider a table with
underneath storage.
The main function of the coffee table—family use vs formal use—will
determine the style that you purchase.

WHICH MATERIAL WILL YOU CHOOSE?
.04
It’s a good idea to pick a few materials that you like and that would work well with
your lifestyle and your space. Consider materials that complement what’s already
in the room - if you have hardwood floors, stay away from wood and opt for marble
or fabrics. Don’t get a glass table if you have boisterous children who are prone to
breaking fragile items!

COFFEE AND SIDE TABLE
SUBSTITUTES
.05
There’s no rule that says you must have a coffee table in the middle
of your living room, especially if you like to use your coffee table for
unconventional functions.
If you like to rest your feet on your coffee table more than using it for
drinks, an upholstered ottoman would be perfect! When you do want
to use it for food or drinks, simply place a tray on top.
Some ottomans open up to reveal spacious, but hidden storage for
books, games, blankets, slippers and anything else that can clutter
a coffee table. Ottomans can also add an element of softness and
comfort to the room.
Some people forego a coffee table entirely and opt instead for several
side tables or coffee table sets—smaller, identical tables—scattered
around the room. These can create an instantly unified look for your
whole living room. Nesting coffee tables are a further option that
allows you to save space when needed. Smaller living rooms with a
fireplace can leave little room for a coffee table, so a large area rug
can create a focal point in the same way a coffee table would.

WHAT IS YOUR BUDGET?
.06
As with any furniture item, there are many options at many different costs. For a coffee or side table
that will be regularly used, consider investing in a piece that will last. Having a good sense of your
budget will help narrow down your choices.

CONTACT
.07
Visit Home Evolution today and find a coffee or
side table for your living or family rooms.
Home Evolution is Calgary’s premier lifestyle
store. We offer a sophisticated collection of
furniture and accessories that reflect your
lifestyle and needs.
We are celebrating 18 years of helping
Calgarians create beautiful spaces. We stand
by our commitment to quality and service that
has earned Home Evolution the trust and loyalty
of our customers.

7133 – 11 St. SE, Calgary, AB, T2H 2S1 | 403.253.5552 | www.home-evolution.com | www.facebook.com/homeevolution

